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Abstract: This paper presents current research trends and prospects of utilizing additive manu-
facturing (AM) techniques to manufacture electrical machines. Modern-day machine applications
require extraordinary performance parameters such as high power-density, integrated functionalities,
improved thermal, mechanical & electromagnetic properties. AM offers a higher degree of design
flexibility to achieve these performance parameters, which is impossible to realize through conven-
tional manufacturing techniques. AM has a lot to offer in every aspect of machine fabrication, such
that from size/weight reduction to the realization of complex geometric designs. However, some
practical limitations of existing AM techniques restrict their utilization in large scale production
industry. The introduction of three-dimensional asymmetry in machine design is an aspect that
can be exploited most with the prevalent level of research in AM. In order to take one step further
towards the enablement of large-scale production of AM-built electrical machines, this paper also
discusses some machine types which can best utilize existing developments in the field of AM.

Keywords: additive manufacturing; conventional electrical machines; non-conventional electrical
machines; asymmetry in machines; metal 3D-printing; future electrical machines; electrical ma-
chine design

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) or 3D-printing is an all-encompassing terminology
used for the processes where the manufacturing is done in layers, rendered from the digital
model of a specific item or assembly. Recently, there has been a growing interest in the field
of AM as it has emerged as an alternative manufacturing process, offering virtually unlim-
ited potential for a wide range of industrial and special-purpose applications [1]. The AM
offers various benefits over other conventional manufacturing processes, such as realizing
complex/special purpose geometries, a wide range of multi-material usage possibilities,
and rapid prototyping. There is also a potential for large in-volume production of complex
mechanisms using AM, which is also evident from the fact that few aerospace companies
have already announced the employment of AM in their manufacturing processes [2–6].

Due to the promising aspects of what it has to offer, AM has also attracted interest from
the electrical machines’ manufacturing point of view. For electrical machines, as compared
to the conventional manufacturing processes, the AM process has not yet progressed to
an advanced stage. With the ongoing advances in the field of AM, it would soon find its
place as the better alternative for electrical machines’ manufacturing. This is due to the
fact that flexibility in design possibilities offered by employing AM, such as integration of
structural and thermal management components with the active parts, make it the best
solution for a wide range of applications such as special-purpose machines for aerospace,
medical, robotics and automotive industry where high power-density, ruggedness, and
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compact structure is required. With the forecasted improvements in the field of AM, the
manufacturability and performance of electrical machines could be significantly improved.

At present, research work has been done majorly on the AM of individual working
parts for various electrical machines, like mechanical and thermal management assemblies,
coils/windings, permanent magnets (PM), and stator/rotor packs, etc., but a complete
AM-built and user-ready electrical machine, for large scale production and industrial
applications, is a feat which is yet to be accomplished owing to a few challenges regarding
slow manufacturing speed, internal constructional defects, limited multi-material printing
capability and the need for post-processing of printed parts [7]. The flexibility in employing
AM process for the manufacturing of electrical machines is dependent on the individual
machine design, AM technique, post processing technique and its effects on machine
properties. Another front for integration of AM into electrical machines’ manufacturing
industry is the automation or minimization of post-processing procedures. Although it is
currently on its initial stages of development, but it is another step forward towards the
integration of AM in large-scale production industry [8].

This study investigates the current level of research and development, regarding
employment of AM in manufacturing individual working parts of electrical machines
and the potential of its employment for a completely AM-built electrical machine. This
article also presents some candidates for AM-built electrical machines for the possibility of
exploiting maximum benefits offered by AM at present stage, while keeping in view the
limitations of currently available AM techniques.

2. Trends of AM in Construction of Electrical Machines

When considering AM for electrical machines, it offers virtually unlimited possibilities
from prototyping to mass-personalized production. Employment of AM in production
of electrical machines is a promising aspect offering various benefits over conventional
manufacturing techniques, such as; realization of 3D-designs (including electrical, magnetic,
mechanical and thermal considerations) [9], recyclable constructions [10] and optimal
material utilization. Basic and standardized AM techniques for manufacturing processes
have been described in [11,12] almost all of which have been used in manufacturing
electrical machines or its parts, at various instances [13–15]. Among all the AM processes,
selective laser melting (SLM), fused deposition modeling (FDM) and binder jet printing
(BJP) technology are the ones shown to be most promising for the manufacturing of
electrical machines [16].

2.1. Part-Wise Approach

From design and manufacturing point of view, any electrical machine can be subdi-
vided into two basic subassemblies; active parts like core, coils/windings, PMs and the
passive parts like thermal management components, mechanical assemblies. The research
and development is progressing with a significant pace on both fronts with industrial
implementations actually ahead of what is reflected in the research literature [13,17,18].

2.1.1. Active Parts

Active parts in electrical machines mainly comprise of core, windings/coils and PMs;
responsible for the main functionality of the machine.

Core

Core in an electrical machine is the body with high magnetic permeability, used to
confine and guide magnetic field. When considering its design and construction, magnetic
properties such as, magnetic saturation, permeability, hysteresis losses, eddy current losses
and mechanical properties are needed to be considered. Soft magnetic composite (SMC)
and intermetallic alloys possess best of electromagnetic properties. Existing conventional
methods employ these materials by molding, stacking or sintering them to achieve required
geometry and electromagnetic properties [19]. But these materials are usually tricky to
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process using conventional methods, due to poor mechanical properties and limitation on
the realization of complex geometries.

AM offers flexibility in various aspects; from selection of material composition and
complex geometric shape realization to structural topology optimization. This gives a better
control over electromagnetic and mechanical properties. Many researches have showcased
promising results, highlighting the potential of AM utilization in manufacturing electrical
machines. In addition to the flexibility in geometrical shape realization, [20,21] report high
magnetic permeability of up-to 31,000, low hysteresis losses i.e., low coercivity of minimum
16 A/m and up-to 50% weight reduction in AM-built machine core. However increase in
eddy currents, due to non-laminated dense structure was also reported [22,23], but this can
be decreased significantly with the help of layered structure of different electrical resistivity.
The layer-based manufacturing process of AM can also introduce a degree of anisotropy
i.e., difference in electromagnetic properties, in build direction compared to other direction.
This is a challenge that research in machine design and topology optimization has to address
or account for, collectively [24]. Another issue associated with AM is the introduction
of macroscopic faults in structure, which is also shown to decrease by using preheated
print-bed [21]. In [25] the authors have shown that conventionally brittle Fe–Co and Fe–Si
intermetallic alloys, at almost ideal compositions for electromagnetic applications, can be
processed in bulk form by employing AM techniques without consequential macroscopic
defects.

AM’s ability to realize different topology optimizations could be the means to produce
high mechanical strength-low density, special purpose core geometries to optimally guide
magnetic energy in electrical machines [20,26–32]. This also comes with the additional
advantage of increased ductility due to enablement of multiscale microstructures. For
major applications ranging from automotive to aerospace industries, the cores for rotating
electrical machines need to have high torque-to weight ratio while keeping the structural
integrity intact in conjunction with high permeability and low hysteresis and eddy current
losses. Virtually, AM provides possibility for achieving maximum limits for this by provid-
ing opportunity to utilize topology optimizations in order to have appropriate geometry for
electromagnetic energy guidance, optimal geometry for reduction in eddy current losses
and cogging torque, optimal material composition for reduction in hysteresis losses and
weight reduction due to low material usage while keeping the structural integrity. Figure 1
presents some of such examples for AM-built core structures.

Coils/Windings

The winding assembly consisting of coils/windings, electrical insulation material and
the holding assembly; is responsible to produce magnetic field in the electrical machine.
From design and construction point-of-view, for electrical machines; the power losses
are needed to be kept at minimum. Low electrical resistivity and high conductor fill-
factor produces less power losses and indicates a good winding design. However, for
modern machine applications requiring high speed and high frequency operation, the
losses associated to skin and proximity effect dominate and hence complicate the design of
winding assembly. With conventional design and manufacturing techniques, the balance
between these important factors gets compromised.
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Figure 1. Examples of AM-built cores (a) solid steel rotor with copper cladding for usage in electric
vehicles-Rolls Royce Central Technology [33] (b) PM rotor with optimized torque density [34] (c)
prototype rotor for switched reluctance machine [16,26] (d) lightweight rotor utilizing lattice structure
topology, for PM synchronous machine [35] (e) stator and rotor assemblies of an induction machine
for automotive applications [36].

AM-built copper-alloy based coil, showed varied electrical properties for different
heat treatments i.e., electrical conductivity from 51 to 75% international annealed copper
standard-pure copper 100% (IACS) for the CuCr1Zr alloy [37,38]. Furthermore, it has
been shown that specific profiling of the winding conductors, as shown in Figure 2a
not only improved the slot area utilization (fill-factor) but also minimized the AC losses.
Experimental results showed 20% improvement in continuous operation output [39].

Figure 2. Examples of AM-built windings (a,b) AM-built shaped-profile, electrically insulated
winding [39] (c) MM-AM built winding assembly with integrated ceramic insulation [13] (d) AM-
built tooth-coil winding with integrated liquid-cooling channels [40].
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Furthermore, processing of the coils/windings such as electrical insulation or coating
can be done via Multi-Material (MM)-AM, rather than the conventional insulation tech-
nique such as enameling with resin, as illustrated in Figure 2b,c. This effectively eliminates
the need for post processing of the AM produced part. The winding assembly along with
insulation was tested thermally, by heating it 20 times up-to 300 ◦C, without showing any
structural defects in insulation or change in electrical parameters of the coil.

Also, compared to conventional resin based insulation, good thermal characteristics
of the resin based insulation from MM-AM provides for the attainability of higher current
density in printed coil structures [13]. With the advent of AM in electrical machines,
there’s a potential possibility for unique/novel/application-specific winding design with
improved manufacturability and material utilization without compromising on the vital
design factors. This shows the prospective improvements in electrical machine performance
with the utilization of AM techniques.

Permanent Magnets

Machines having efficiency, compactness and high torque-to-weight ratio as primary
concerns, utilize permanent magnets (PMs) and therefore the manufacturing and conse-
quent properties of PMs have significant importance. For such applications, PMs need
to possess good functional magnetic, thermal and mechanical properties. For common
applications, low energy-density PMs/soft magnets like Ferrites or MnAlC are used.
But, for high energy-density/high specific-output applications, hard magnetic and high
energy-product permanent magnets of materials like NdFeB/AlNiCo/SmCo are essential.
Conventionally, PMs are either made by sintering or bonding which involve a large num-
ber of lengthy mechanical steps including pressing/molding and subsequent machining.
This causes increase in production time and cost with the limitation on realization of
complex/application-specific design possibilities.

In [24] the authors have presented a comparison about effects of various AM tech-
niques on the mechanical and magnetic properties of PMs. The PMs produced by SLM
have shown to produce magnets with 90% density [41] but significant cracks and residual
stresses are introduced in magnet which negatively impact its mechanical and magnetic
properties. But this issue, as discussed earlier, can be suppressed to a large extent by pre &
post-AM heat treatment [21]. The material extrusion and Binder Jet printing (BJP) produced
NdFeB PMs have similar properties to that of fused deposition modelling (FDM) based
PMs [42,43]. The challenge with BJP manufactured PMs is that the volume content needs
to be increased which would in-turn increase the magnet density and residual flux density.
This is shown to be done with the help of eutectic alloy infiltration with BJP technique [44].
Big area additive manufacturing (BAAM) is a special technology, NdFeB magnets manufac-
tured through this technique have shown significantly enhanced performance as compared
to other AM techniques. With material density and residual flux density being 20% higher
and energy product (indicating of magnetic energy density) being 40% higher than that of
other AM-PMs, BAAM magnet reflects competitiveness in terms of intrinsic coercive force
and residual flux density. Thermal degradation performance of AM magnets is also better
than its counterparts as also illustrated in Figure 3 [45–47].
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Figure 3. Comparison regarding the effect of thermal degradation on performance of conventional and AM-manufactured
magnets (a) Remnant flux density as function of ambient temperature (b) Intrinsic coercive force as function of ambient
temperature [24,45].

Furthermore, topology optimization (TO) enablement with almost all the AM tech-
niques makes it easier to shape the PM geometry with relatively less analytical mod-
elling. TO gives optimal distribution of multi-material within a specific, more complex or
application-specific design space compared to conventional optimization techniques. This
gives better magnetic energy delivery with the least of material waste [48–50]. Figure 4
presents various design concept realizations by utilizing AM.

Figure 4. Examples of AM-built PMs (a) complex shaped PM realization [51] (b) NdFeB magnet
produced by Selective Lase Sintering (SLS) [52] (c) bi-material hollow shape for electrical engines,
with base material as iron and having NdFeB-Al composite at 0◦,90◦,180◦,270◦ [53] (d) Enhanced
interior PM motor for hybrid electric vehicle, with layered PM (left) design concept (right) fabrication
process utilizing cold-spray AM [54].

Introduction of rare-earth elements in material composition is also used to enhance the
magnetic properties such as intrinsic coercive force of the subject PM, even at high operating
temperatures of 180 ◦C and higher. But this usually increases the cost of production which
is less desirable in many applications [55,56]. Decreasing the use of rare-earth elements in
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magnet production has a positive effect on the cost and production diversity [57]. Through
AM, isotropic or anisotropic properties can be modified/created by controlling the grain
structure [15,58,59]. This yields better control over magnetic properties without relying
much on rare-earth materials like Dy, Tb, Pr etc.

2.1.2. Passive Parts

Passive parts in electrical machines include mechanical and thermal management
assemblies comprising of machine frame, shaft, cooling structures and bearings, etc. These
assemblies must have integrated functionalities in order to achieve compactness and
improvement in performance parameters, vital for modern machine applications. Real-
izing the concept of integrated functionality is somewhat hindered due to limitations of
conventional manufacturing techniques.

AM allows the machine designer/manufacturer to rethink the design of these as-
semblies by offering a wide range of material selection, reduction in the size/weight of
structural parts due to enablement of various lattice structures and integration of various
functionalities together, which cannot be realized with conventional manufacturing tech-
niques. This means more compact, high power density and low-inertia electrical machines
in an application-specific design space without compromising the operational performance.
Figures below showcase some of the examples regarding employment of AM in mechanical
and thermal management assemblies for electrical machines. In these examples [35,60–64]
as shown in Figure 5, uniquely designed heat exchangers and various potential options
for structural topologies have been presented. These include liquid and air-cooled rotor
and stator assemblies, lattice structure assemblies, heat exchangers utilizing alternative
plastics and ceramics, heat guides and rolling bearings etc. The integration of different
functionalities, together in a structure, resulted in higher total mass flow for the heat
exchange with consequent increase in cooling efficiency and reduction in overall weight.
Due to increased mass flow for heat exchange, rapid cooling of peak loads also allowed for
longer operation at peak loads.

Figure 5. AM-built electrical machine parts (a) [60,61], (b) [65], (d) [62] integrated liquid cooled
assemblies (c) air cooled rotor and stator assembly [66] (e) rolling bearing cages [63] (f) heat exchang-
ers [67].
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Research and development in this area of AM manufacturing is relatively on advanced
stage with results comparable to the conventional techniques, as demonstrated by the
comparison of mechanical properties for various conventional methods (wrought annealed,
forging and casting) vs. AM techniques, as shown in Figure 6 [68–71].

Figure 6. Comparison of mechanical properties for AM-built and Conventional built metallic material
Ti-6Al-4V (UTS-ultimate tensile strength, YS-yield stress, DMD-direct metal deposition, LENS-laser
engineered net shaping, DMLS-direct metal laser sintering, EBM-electron beam melting; HT-heat
treated, HIP-hot isostatic pressing) [69].

In conclusion, AM has a lot to offer in almost every aspect of manufacturing process
for electrical machines, such as:

• reduction in time and cost of production
• reduction in weight due to enablement of structural topology optimization
• better control over magnetic properties owing to the opportunity of varying the

material composition
• less dependency on rare-earth elements due to control over isotropic/anisotropic

properties through modification of grain structure
• enablement of complex/application-specific design realizations, by eliminating a lot

of mechanical steps as well as the need of molds for almost any desired geometrical
shape

• increase in power density, due to the opportunity of integrated functionalities within
individual assemblies

2.2. Holistic Approach

It is only very recently that there has been emphasis on AM of electrical machines.
That is why the technological developments and achievements in this field are relatively
immature, however, research is progressing at a significant pace regarding the employment
of AM in manufacturing electrical machines. Scientific research is a step-wise process so
naturally, as a rule of thumb; research efforts were initially focused on the application of
AM to produce individual machine components.

Various approaches by researchers are being adapted for the realization of completely
AM built, self-replicating electrical machines; Figure 7a shows a simple brushless, Hal-
bach array DC electric motor in which only the mechanical assembly is made using AM
(from PLA plastic material), that houses its active parts like permanent magnets and
coils/windings etc. This motor showcased efficiency of approximately 68% [72].
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Figure 7. Examples of AM-built electrical machines (a) halbach array DC motor [72] (b) stator of
end-winding reluctance machine [17] (c) Prototype Axial-Flux SRM [73].

Researchers from Chemnitz University of Technology claimed to have produced a
completely MM-AM built end-winding reluctance machine, functional machine using high
viscosity metallic/ceramic pastes (Figure 7b). The machine is reported to have withstood
operating temperatures of 300 ◦C due to the use of ceramic insulation which has high
thermal conductivity but it needs extensive post-processing [17]. Figure 7c showcases an
SLM printed prototype, fully functional axial-flux switched reluctance machine (SRM) but
this prototype-production too, involved significant amount of post-processing [73].

In [74,75] the authors have presented a prototype of an advanced electric motor
design with hybrid field topology for automotive traction (Figure 8). The theoretical
modelling shows promising performance characteristics of continuous power density at
2.8 kW/Kg or 8.6 kW/L and an above 90% efficiency in a broad operating region on
torque-speed characteristics plot. This is a lot high relative to the commercially available
traction motors. The authors report that the motor is currently under construction and after
completion, results on the performance characteristics will be presented after third-party
testing/validation.

Figure 8. Hybrid-field Traction Motor (a) rotor (b) stator with integrated cooling (c) Partially assem-
bled motor [74,75].

Another aspect in realization of complete additively manufactured electrical machine
is the integration of power electronics, research in which has also been initiated. Efforts
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in micro-scale laser based AM to produce structures below 100 µm resolution may enable
integration of power electronics with the electrical machines, that will enable production
of integrated motor drives resulting in compact electrical machines for high performance
demanding applications like in automotive and aerospace industry [76,77].

3. Future Prospects of Holistic Approach

As presented in previous sections, efforts have resulted in varied level of progress
towards production of additively manufactured machine parts; with development in
production/integration of thermal management and mechanical assemblies ahead from the
production of active parts (core, coils/windings and the permanent magnets). However, to
manufacture a fully additively manufactured electrical machine, very little has been done.
It is now that the researchers are entertaining the idea of holistic manufacturing of electrical
machines through AM and the most natural step forward seems to direct the efforts towards
a comprehensive design approach, keeping in view the current state-of-the-art in this field.

3.1. Conventional/Symmetrical Electrical Machines

Conventional machines such as induction and synchronous machines have a widespread
use for bulk energy conversion. Usually, they are simple/symmetrical in design and
large in size. Industrial manufacturing of such machines, at present, is most feasible with
conventional methods owing to the fact that resultant performance parameters obtained
are very much mature and offer best results corresponding to operational requirement, cost
and time for in-volume production. Employment of AM in industrial production of such
machines is hindered, due to the following factors;

• limitation on the overall size which can be realized with AM at present i.e., relatively
small print-bed size

• relatively less maturity regarding electromagnetic properties of AM materials
• associated production cost and time

Efforts are being put into these aspects, by researchers and various industries. Until
this gap is filled-in, employment of AM in industrial manufacturing of conventional/symmetrical
electrical machines is limited mostly to;

• rapid prototyping
• production of individual machine parts having application specific complex geome-

tries which are impossible to manufacture otherwise

References [2–6,33,78–81] showcase various examples where renowned automotive,
aerospace and satellite companies have utilized AM for production of complex machine
parts. Despite the limitations and challenges associated with current state-of-the-art in AM,
asymmetry in machine design is an area where benefits of AM can be exploited the most.
In the next section, this aspect will be discussed in detail while exploring for machine types
best suitable to be manufactured using current state-of-the-art in AM.

3.2. Non-Conventional/Asymmetrical Electrical Machines

Symmetry in design is a characteristic that has imposed major limitations on exploiting
the full potential of electrical machines. Basically, the aim has been to reduce complexity
and manufacturing costs in order to cater for the limitations of conventional manufacturing
techniques. Since the advent of AM, this limitation is virtually no longer relevant. With
the degree of freedom in design offered by AM, more stringent requirements of operating
environment, power-density, reliability, compactness and performance parameters can be
met easily.

Research work to exploit alternative asymmetrical/non-conventional machine designs
is under process by various researchers. Design examples such as those presented in [82–91]
highlight the benefits of introducing asymmetry based on; unity motor asymmetry concept,
repositioning of slot openings per-pole-per-phase, altering position of embedded bars
on adjacent rotor poles and asymmetrical rotor configuration. Figure 9 presents pictorial
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representation for such examples and Table 1 showcases various benefits achieved from
introduction of asymmetry in design. The associated disadvantages include unbalanced
magnetic-pull and increased complexity in design which are needed to be considered
during the design process.

Figure 9. Concept of; (a) unity-motor asymmetry in rotor [83] (b) asymmetric slot-opening pattern
(induction motor) [89] (c) asymmetric damper-cage topology (synchronous generator) [89] (d) hybrid-
pole IPM machine with an asymmetrical magnet configuration in rotor [91].

Table 1. Introduction of asymmetry in machine design with corresponding benefits.

Type of Asymmetry Machine type References
Investigated

Performance-Parameter
of Interest

Improvement in
Performance

Parameter

Unity-motor
asymmetry PM motor [83]

• Torque Ripple
• Cogging Torque
• Sensor-less Control

39.8% reduction
56.6% reduction
81.1% reduction in
position error

Asymmetric
slot-opening pattern Induction Motor [89] • Torque Ripple 63% reduction

Asymmetric
damper cage

Synchronous
Generator [89]

• Total Harmonic
• Distortion 54% improvement

Asymmetric flux-barriers
configuration in rotor

Synchronous
Reluctance Machine [90]

• Torque
• Power Factor
• Efficiency

9.6% increase
22.4% increase
2.3% increase

Asymmetrical magnet
arrangement in rotor

Hybrid Pole
Interior-PM

Machine
[91]

• Torque Ripple
• Torque

40.9% reduction
28.9 % increase

Selective variation in electrical conductivity (EC) of coils/windings, enabled by AM,
can contribute in managing winding losses. In [92] authors demonstrate this by employing
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conductors near slot opening with low EC to reduce winding AC losses and conductors
near slot bottom with high EC to reduce DC losses. These results showcase the potential
of improvement in performance parameters of various machines by employing targeted
asymmetry in design. It equips the designers with more freedom to optimize machine
performance.

4. Potential Candidate Machines for AM

In majority of examples and reference cited above, design asymmetry in order to
improve performance characteristics of electrical machines, was introduced in 2-D (to
remain within the limitations of conventional analysis and manufacturing techniques).
With AM, the ability to introduce design asymmetry in 3-D enables a lot of flexibility in
design and manufacturing of special purpose electrical machines. By special purpose
electrical machine, it is meant for the machines which may be small in size, compact,
application-specific and offering high energy density; having relatively complex design and
manufacturing topology than the conventional Induction or Synchronous machines. The
aim of this section is to investigate the candidate electrical machines from the standpoint of
AM possibility and benefits of AM-utilization such as:

• Reduction in weight due to enablement of topology optimization
• Complex shape realization for optimal electromagnetic energy guidance
• High winding fill-factor for increased power density, etc.
• The target machine categories may include;
• Reluctance machines
• Hysteresis machines
• Brushless DC machines

These machines can be further classified into various types depending upon indi-
vidual construction, application/utilization, performance characteristics and the control
schemes involved. A no. of such machines with respect to their design, working principle,
performance parameters and utilization will be discussed, in order to narrow down the
machine selection for intended design of AM-built electrical machine. The selection of
candidate machine types for AM is made while keeping in view following baselines:

• Least involvement of multi-material utilization
• Machine topology and design parameters falling within the constraints of present

stage AM-capabilities
• Have the maximum chance of exploiting present stage AM capability to realize com-

plex geometries, which is not possible otherwise.

Another classification that offers potential benefits of AM-utilization is the axial flux
topology in electrical machines. Axial flux machines have a few pros over radial flux
machines, due to which they deliver significantly high power-density. First is the fact that
in axial flux machines, the PMs are located relatively further from the central axis. This
provides larger lever resulting in increased torque. Secondly, in radial flux machines, major
portion of the winding in the form of coil overhang remains inactive i.e., it doesn’t serve
any function other than just making loops. In addition to that, it causes electrical losses
in the form of heat dissipation across electrical resistance that it offers. This effectively
lowers the power/weight ratio and cooling efficiency. While in axial flux machines, there is
less coil overhang and thus it provides high power/weight ratio and higher efficiency due
to effective cooling as compared to the radial flux machines. Furthermore, in dual rotor
topology of axial flux machines, the magnetic flux path is considerably short than in radial
flux machines [93].

4.1. Switched Reluctance Machines (SRM)

These machines offer attractive qualities of high torque and a wide range of operating
speed. By controlling switching sequence together with an appropriate electromagnetic
design, the torque-speed characteristics of the SRMs can be made suitable for various
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traction applications in automotive industry. Furthermore, by simply changing the control
parameter selection with torque and speed, a given machine design can offer different
characteristics. On the other side, the complex control scheme due to on-line parameter
variation, noise and vibration are some of its associated issues [94,95].

The readiness of metal AM for manufacturing of soft magnetic rotor for SRMs is
demonstrated in [96] by comparing an additively manufactured rotor (Fe-5.0% w.t. Si)
with that of a conventional laminated, non-oriented silicon steel rotor. Due to the absence
of laminations, eddy current losses were significant; but at the rated speed, the output
power was comparable to that of benchmark machine. The ratio of output power improved
further, with increase in operating speed as presented Figure 10 and Table 2.

Figure 10. (a) Benchmark and Prototype AM-Built SRM-rotor (b) Torque –Speed characteristics of
Benchmark and AM-built-rotor SRM [96,97].

Table 2. Variation in measured quantities of AM-built SRM from benchmark machine [96].

Measured Quantities
*Percentage
Increase/Decrease From
Benchmark SRM

AM-Built-Rotor SRM
(At Rated Speed)

AM-Built-Rotor SRM
(At 2.5 Times Rated Speed)

Output Mechanical Power 12.8% less 3.6% less

Input Electrical Power 6.7% high 23.5% high

Average Phase Current 1.2% high 1.7% high

RMS Phase Current 1.4% high 14.5% high

Another SLM fabricated asymmetric rotor for SRM is presented in Figure 11. This rotor
is designed with skew and honeycomb structure, which is difficult to fabricate otherwise
by conventional method. With this design, the reduction in torque ripple was analyzed
by FEA simulation and then validated experimentally, giving approximately 45% reduced
torque ripple [98].

Figure 11. AM-built, Novel SRM-Rotor [98].

AM also enables application of topology optimization on machine design, Applica-
tion of topology optimization on SRM design [99,100] and subsequent analysis, shows
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achievement of optimization goals i.e., high average torque and low torque ripple with low
mass.

4.2. Synchronous Reluctance Machine (SynRM)

The synchronous reluctance machine (SynRM) has the advantage of relatively simple
construction and low moment of inertia of rotor which gives fast response characteristic
and high torque density but as the name suggests, it is essentially a constant-speed machine
dependent on supply frequency. The speed control can be achieved over a wide range
by employing frequency control scheme. These types of machines are widely used in
proportioning devices, synthetic-fibre manufacturing industries, wrapping and folding
machines, positioning of control rods in nuclear industries, industrial drive systems requir-
ing synchronized and continuous processes. Potential use of such machines for traction
purposes is also reported [101–103].

Considering the design prospects from AM point of view, the SynRM-rotor has three
basic topologies namely; salient pole (SP), axially laminated anisotropy (ALA) structure
and transversally laminated anisotropy (TLA) with ALA having the highest saliency ratio
and maximum reported power factor of 0.8 [104]. ALA rotor has a complex structure
and is relatively difficult to manufacture by conventional techniques. This is where AM
comes-in. With the employment of AM, the SynRM rotor can be easily realized with the
additional improvement and optimization of performance parameters by exploring new
design topologies. In [105–108] the authors have presented different design topologies
(as shown in Figure 12) for AM-built rotors with integration/enhancement of various
functionalities.

Figure 12. AM-built rotors for SynRM (a) 3D printed prototype [106] (b) Prototype Line Start-SynRM
(LS-SynRM) with 3d-Net structure in rotor [107] (c) Prototype rotor design, assembled rotor and
SynRM [108].

In [105] significant reduction in torque ripple i.e., one-fourth and 1.4% higher av-
erage torque, attributed to elimination of rotor bridges and center-posts (not possible
with conventional manufacturing techniques), was achieved. The comparison of torque
characteristics is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Comparison of torque characteristics [105].

In [106] the authors focused on efficiency and the starting ability of SynRM, by designing
a 1-HP LS-SynRM and subsequently manufacturing it using AM. For the same design topol-
ogy, the authors also presented a LS-SynRM [107] having flux barriers with 3D-net structure
(only realizable with AM). The control over silicon content and machine’s geometry optimiza-
tion permitted lower iron losses and higher efficiency for same operating conditions. For
another example of AM-built Syn-RM [108] the reduction of eddy-currents, while retaining
the mechanical integrity, was achieved by addressing the multi-material printing limitation of
metal-AM in an innovative way. A polycarbonate resin-based, separately printed insulation
structure was assembled with the metal-AM produced rotor core. The performance analysis at
rated-speed showed 6% increase in output density and 1% increase in efficiency as compared
to existing model being applied in industry. In [109], the authors showcase potential degree
of freedom offered by AM in terms of parameter selection for FEM basedshape optimization.
The paper presents substantial improvement in performance parameters such as torque ripple
and average torque output by the means of optimizing the reluctance motor’s rotor shape.
These results, how small in terms of improvement they may be, prove the case for potential of
utilizing AM in manufacturing SynRMs.

4.3. Claw-Pole Machines

Claw-pole machines (CPM) having electrically excited claw-pole DC fields, yield
higher torque density of up-to three times higher than conventional machines. This
is mainly due to their ability to produce 3D-hetropolar magnetic field from single-coil
excitation within claw-pole halves. The benefit of higher torque density, makes CPM
an ideal candidate for a wide range of applications requiring size compactness like in
automobile alternators, medium-sized household appliances etc. These machines have a
complex design that is not easily realizable using conventional electrical-steel lamination
construction and the use of SMCs has shown to be most advantageous regarding the
manufacturing purposes [110,111].

Various topologies for rotor/stator-claw construction have been proposed over-time
for industrial applications. A prototype CPM is shown in Figure 14a for illustration
purpose. This machine was designed, manufactured with SMC-core of low mass density,
analyzed and successfully tested for key performance and production parameters against
a benchmark induction motor which is bulk-produced in industry for medium-sized
household applications [112].

The torque coefficient of a CPM is dependent on the number of pole pairs but with
increase in pole number, leakage flux also increases resulting in decreased power factor and
efficiency. This necessitates for an optimization of pole pair quantity. Then comes the issue
of cogging torque which is best dealt with magnet skewing, claw pole shape optimization,
stator tooth notching, magnet axial pairing and magnet shift. The authors of [113,114]
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investigated these design topologies for a CPM, against the performance parameters. The
basic design model consists of claw-pole stator cores encapsulating a global winding and
a rotor core mounted with magnets. Figure 14b–e illustrate these topologies. With these
design changes and optimizations, the CPM achieves higher output torque density but the
design gets extremely complex. This complexity in design limits the usage of conventional
manufacturing techniques but with the flexibility in design realization offered by AM, CPM
becomes a strong candidate for AM-built electrical machine of future.

Figure 14. (a) Molded stator of three phase CPM [112] (b) Magnet Skewing [115] (c) Claw-pole shaping & stator tooth notching [113]
(d) Magnet axial pairing [113] (e) Magnet Shifting [113].

4.4. Hysteresis Motors

A hysteresis motor is essentially a synchronous motor without the DC excitation. The
interaction of rotating stator flux with that of remnant flux (due to hysteresis effect which is
normally not desirable in other machines), produces torque. These machines offer constant
torque from initial to synchronous speed with the ability to accelerate and synchronize high-
inertia loads. However, due to its operation being mainly based on the hysteresis losses,
its power factor and torque/volume ratio is low [115]. Still, these machines are useful in
low power applications where constant speed and low torque ripple are the main required
characteristics such as; precision equipment, clocks, hard disks and gyroscopes etc. [116].
Their construction is relatively simple with a solid rotor of hard-magnetic material. The stator
is of slotted construction; to house single or poly-phase windings that produce rotating flux.
Figure 15 illustrates the hysteresis motor construction concept [117].

Figure 15. Illustration of hysteresis motor construction [117].
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With the rising demand of high speed and low torque-ripple machines for special-
purpose and precision demanding applications; hysteresis motors with solid rotor have
a promising utilization scenario, over other electrical machines with sintered PMs or
laminated sheet configurations. This is due to a number of factors, such as:

• Mechanical strength is affected with laminated sheet configuration of conventional
motors, which limits the maximum attainable speed.

• Solid rotor of hysteresis motor provides high stiffness during critical speed transitions
• Thermal behavior of conventional induction motors, where eddy currents cause

overheating of rotor and in the case of synchronous PM motors, where excessive
heating can cause demagnetization

• Hysteresis motor’s ability to improve its torque performance due to magnetization of
rotor in response to impulsive electrical over-excitation [115,118–120]

Recent research works such as in [118,119,121] have showcased potential of various
design topologies for hysteresis motors, regarding their application in high-speed context.

The authors of [51,122] also presented the attributes in terms of density and coercivity
for magnetic material with various compositions, manufactured through cold spray (CS)
and fused filament fabrication (FFF) techniques. The magnetic material was manufactured
from readily available commercial powders. Table 3 provides attributes for hard magnetic
materials from various techniques and different printing parameters.

Table 3. Attributes of various AM produced magnetic materials [51,123,124].

Powder Mix Composition Density(g/cm3) Coercivity(kA/m) AM Technique

52% (vol.) MQP-S-11-9; 48% H15 4.43 676 CS

52% (vol.) MQFP-B; 48% H15 4.32 715 CS

77% (vol.) MQFP-B; 23% H15 5.05 706 CS

77% (vol.) MQFP-B; 23% H3 6.15 693 CS

38.5% (vol.) MQP-S-11-9, 38.5% MQFP-B (23% H15) 5.01 694 CS

65% (vol.) isotropic NdFeB; 35% polyamide 5.2 688.4 BAAM

Nd2Fe14B 7 695 SLM
(printed grain size 1 µm)

Nd2Fe14B – 20 SLM
(laser velocity 0.025 m/s)

Nd2Fe14B – 10 SLM
(laser velocity 0.036 m/s)

MQP-S-11-9 (NdFeB with grain size 40 µm); MQFP-B (NdFeB with grain size 10 µm); H15 (Al binder with grain size 20 µm); H3 (Al binder
with grain size 4 µm).

A wide range of variation in coercivity value with various AM-techniques and as-
sociated printing parameters, establishes the prospect of utilizing AM in manufacturing
hysteresis motor with magnetic characteristics optimized for application-specific require-
ments. Other than the section where AM of permanent magnets was discussed, this article
was mostly aimed at finding and highlighting the techniques to mitigate the generic issues
of hysteresis and eddy current losses in printed machine parts. Manufacturing of hysteresis
motor can significantly utilize the benefits offered by AM in the form of efficient mechani-
cal and thermal management assemblies, without investing much effort in avoiding the
associated hysteresis and eddy current losses.

5. Conclusions

Existing research and the future potential of utilizing AM in the fabrication of electrical
machines are investigated in this paper. Prevalent studies show that the efforts have been
majorly focused on utilizing AM to produce individual machine parts or subassemblies.
In that respect too, a varied level of progress is observed. The research level is relatively
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mature for passive parts such as mechanical and thermal management assemblies com-
pared to active parts such as coils/windings, cores, and PMs. Due to this varied level of
progress and minimal effort towards producing complete electrical machines, AM has not
yet progressed to a level where it can replace conventional manufacturing techniques for
large-scale production.

Virtually, AM offers a broad range of benefits over conventional manufacturing tech-
niques such as:

• Optimal material utilization
• Structural topology optimization resulting in improved thermal and mechanical per-

formance
• Optimal electromagnetic energy guidance through complex geometric shape realiza-

tion
• Size and weight reduction due to enablement of integrated functionalities
• Control over material composition and hence its physical properties

With this much to offer, AM virtually has the potential to replace conventional man-
ufacturing techniques completely. However, in reality, it lacks in some aspects such as
the maximum size of print-bed, associated time & cost of production, the need for post-
processing, and a relatively lesser level of research maturity in electromagnetic properties
of printed parts. Due to these reasons, the utilization of AM in the industry is currently
hindered.

With AM being utilized at its full potential, the production of mass-personalized or
application-specific electrical machines will be enabled. With efforts in the right direction, it
is just a matter of time before AM will be equivalent/competitive to conventional manufac-
turing techniques. The most natural step forward is to explore application-specific/complex
machine designs which are not realizable otherwise. These may include customized ma-
chines for various industries like robotics, automotive, aerospace and medium-sized appli-
ances, etc. These applications require compact and high power-density electrical machines.
The candidate machines presented in this text offer such qualities with a lot of potential
for improvement in their performance parameters by introducing asymmetry in their
design. Asymmetry in design is a feature that is most difficult to realize using conventional
manufacturing methods and that is where AM comes-in, as the only potential enabling
technique for this feature.

Another thing evident from the examples cited in this article is that a number of many
industries like General Electric (GE), Boeing and Rolls Royce are already utilizing AM
in producing high-performance parts for applications ranging from vehicle traction to
satellite and aerospace purposes. All of this necessitates the direction of research efforts
towards the upcoming future of entirely AM-built electrical machines, and the most natural
step-forward is the development of a comprehensive design scheme, keeping in view the
latest state-of-the-art.
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